
About SACO



SACO opens the door to 30,000 stylish 
serviced apartments worldwide, offering 
relaxed living in a spacious, great value 
alternative to a hotel when you’re 
working or staying away. 

We’re here to listen and help you find 
the perfect apartment, so whether 
you’re booking or staying with us, you’ll 
always experience The SACO Welcome. 

The SACO Welcome
From the first time you contact us, whether it’s online, 

on the phone or in one of our stylish properties, you’ll 

recognise the SACO Welcome. It shines through in our 

knowledge and enthusiasm for serviced apartments,  

as well as the way we listen to our customers so we 

can help you find the perfect place to stay. We’re here 

to help. 

A world of choice 
We open the door to over 30,000 apartments in over 

220 destinations worldwide. Some of them are operated 

by SACO and others are carefully-chosen partner 

properties that we’ve hand-picked for their high quality 

standards and commitment to customer service. 

Fast, easy and flexible booking 
Whether you’re looking for an apartment for one night 

or one year, you’ll find booking is quick and simple. And 

because we know that plans sometimes change, it’s 

easy to amend your stay at short notice too.

Space to work or play 
You’ll find all of our apartments are kitted out to the 

highest standards, whether it’s our own or a hand-picked 

partner property. Apartments are designed with easy 

living in mind and have everything you need to help you 

work, relax or entertain in style. 

Global reach, yet local touch 
We’re one of the original champions of serviced 

apartments and have been sharing our passion for 17 

years, so we know the business, our apartments and 

our locations inside out. We’re here to help wherever 

you need us, using our local knowledge and experience 

to help you find the perfect place to stay, whether that’s 

in London or Los Angeles. 

SACO for business
Our business customers and partners think of us as 

part of their team, which is why they come back to 

SACO time and time again for help with finding the 

right accommodation for their business. We develop 

programmes for hundreds of businesses. Sometimes 

it’s about finding multiple apartments in cities around the 

world, and sometimes it’s about looking after just one 

person for one night.

Better value for money
Apartments can deliver direct and incremental savings 

of up to 30% compared to a hotel room of a similar 

standard. So if you’re looking for more choice for less, 

there’s no better way to stay away.

SACO story
Our business was created because our founder loved 

the benefits of apartment living for business and leisure 

travel, as well as the value, choice and flexibility that 

simply isn’t available with traditional hotels. 

We’ve been championing serviced apartments as a 

better way to stay away for 17 years and don’t intend 

to stop anytime soon. In fact we have exciting and 

innovative plans to push serviced apartments into the 

heart of hospitality.

The story continues.....

Welcome to SACO  
The Serviced Apartment People
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